Home Activity - Ink Blot Monsters

Materials
- Food coloring, Watercolors or watered down Tempra paint
- White paper (printer paper)
- Medicine dropper or straw
- Pencils, black sharpie, stickers

Artist Link
Stefan G. Bucher
The Daily Monster – An archive of Stefan Bucher's Daily Monster drawing videos!

Story
Where the Wild Things Are - Morice Sendak
Where The Wild Things Are

Preparation for Activity
- Cover the work surface.
- Have wipes ready for the cleanup.
- Have a place for your pieces to dry

Instructions
- Drop some food coloring in the centre of the paper and add a drop of water to it.
- Working quickly, blow on the liquid through the straw, turning the paper if you wish. Experiment with blowing from different angles to get the color to spread.
- Add another color if you want to and repeat to process above.
- Leave the painting to dry.
• When it is completely dry add a face, body and any other details using pencils, black sharpie and stickers.